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We present the design and performance of a home-built scanning tunneling microscope
(STM), which is compact (66 mm tall and 25 mm in diameter), yet equipped with a 3D
atomic precision piezoelectric motor in which the Z coarse approach relies on a high simplicity friction-type walker (of our own invention) driven by an axially cut piezoelectric tube.
The walker is vertically inserted in a piezoelectric scanner tube (PST) with its brim laying
flat on the PST end as the inertial slider (driven by the PST) for the XY (sample plane)
motion. The STM is designed to be capable of searching rare microscopic targets (defects,
dopants, boundaries, nano-devices, etc.) in a macroscopic sample area (square millimeters)
under extreme conditions (low temperatures, strong magnetic fields, etc.) in which it fits.
It gives good atomic resolution images after scanning a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
sample in air at room temperature.
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sites [8], etc.) may happen. These important local
features or phenomena may be sufficiently rare on the
sample and the opportunity of finding them within the
maximum scan range (normally a few squire microns)
is low, meaning that the important phenomena will be
missed if the image scan can only be done at the fix
place on the sample.
We have demonstrated an electrochemical STM (ECSTM) in a previous study [9], which showed great performance of high stability, low drifting rate, and small
leakage current. Nevertheless, like many other reported
EC-STMs [10], the scan area was relativity small, typically within hundreds of nanometers. Because of this
limitation, we suffered a big defeat in using it to search
for special and rare locations such as active sites or defects, which are important in the studies of local electrochemical or catalytic reactions [11]. We were facing
the same difficulty when we used the EC-STM to scan
biological molecules in solution (which resembles the essential physiological conditions [12]) since the EC-STM
does not have large area searching capability, which becomes particularly important when we used it to image
rare but important features. This triggers our effort in
building an STM with large area searching capability.
We believe that this is important not only in EC-STM,
but also in many other applications such as in imaging nano structures, etc. We can even imagine that

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been about 30 years since the first atomic resolution scanning tunneling microscope (STM) was invented [1]. In such a pretty long history, basic and ambient condition STMs are well developed and routinely
used [2−4]. Its current development trend has been
towards extreme conditions (low temperatures, strong
magnetic fields, etc.) and high performances (low drifts,
high precisions, etc.). Typically, these conditions require that the STM should be very compact so that it
can be housed in a very limited extreme-condition space
while having low drifts and high tip-sample positioning
precisions. This is however severely conflicting with another highly wanted capability of searching large sample
area [5, 6].
The importance of this searching capability is that it
allows us to actively look for specific microscopic features such as defects, dopants, nano-devices, and grain
boundaries, etc., around which important phenomena
(e.g. the pinning of superconducting vortices by defects
[7], the quasiparticle scattering resonances at dopant
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equipped with such a large area searching capability, it
is possible to implement automatic feature searching in
the future with the aid of specially programmed software.
To search in a large (macroscopic) sample area, at
least a 2D [13] stepping motor is needed in which one
dimensional stepping motion is for coarse approach and
the remaining stepping motion is for the in-sampleplane searching. In this case, only a narrow zone across
the sample surface is searched. To implement a 2D sample area searching, a 3D stepping motor is hence needed,
which becomes very complicated with a size too big to
fit in the extreme conditions. The increased size will
also result in greater drifts and instability.
In this work, we present a novel design STM showing
large scale searching capability, high compactness (only
25 mm in diameter), symmetry and extreme-condition
compatibility (well fit, for example, the 52 mm cold
bore 20 Tesla solenoid superconducting magnets of Oxford Instruments). The atomically resolved highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) images taken by this
STM in air at room temperature confirm its atomic level
positioning precisions in all the three degrees of freedom. The 3D piezoelectric motor proposed in this STM
can be surely used in other SPM types (AFM, MFM,
SNOM, etc.) or different fields (mirror positioning in
modern optics and DNA manipulations, for instance).
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FIG. 1 Cross-sectional view of the 2D searching STM. A:
suspension of STM, B: sample, C: tip holder, D: Z -motor
brim as the slider of the X-Y motor, E: tapered stainless
steel ring used as the sliding edge, F: piezoelectric scanner
tube (PST1), G: piezoelectric scanner tube (PST2) cut axially, H: square tubular shaft of the Z-motor, I: protective
sheath of the STM.

II. STM DESIGN

A cross-sectional view of our STM is shown in Fig.1,
in which the materials (all are ultrahigh vacuum and
low temperature compatible) used in the construction
of various parts are also listed for clarity. The picture of the STM is exhibited in Fig.2. For electrical
insulation, two sapphire rings are glued (with Torr Seal
resin sealant from Varian Inc.) on the ends of a piezoelectric scanner tube (PST1) from EBL Products Inc.
(EBL3 type), which measures 13.5 mm outer diameter
(OD)×12.5 mm inner diameter (ID)×38.1 mm length
(L). The PST1 is then coaxially housed in, and mounted
at the bottom of a protective tubular sheath (titanium
made, 25 mm OD). At the other end of the PST1, a
stainless steel ring is glued on the sapphire ring and its
tapered edge serves as the sliding edge.
A linear Z-motor of our own invention [14] is inserted
into the PST1 from the top with its brim laying flat on
the sliding edge by gravity. The sample (facing downward) is mounted underneath the roof of the sheath
and the tip is on the shaft of the Z-motor. The lateral
displacement of the PST1 can scan the tip (by scanning the whole Z-motor) as well as drive the Z-motor
to move in the sliding edge plane by inertial stepping,
thus implementing a 2D (X-Y ) macroscopic searching
motion in the sample plane.
To get better and smoother sliding, the Z-motor brim
is made to consist of two different metal layers that are
glued together. The bottom layer is a tungsten ring of
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/29/cjcp1603041

FIG. 2 Photo of the 2D searching STM. A: suspension of
STM, B: sample, C: tip holder, D: Z-motor brim as the
slider of the X-Y motor, E: tapered stainless steel ring used
as the sliding edge, H: square tubular shaft of the Z-motor,
I: protective sheath of the STM, J: wires, K: circuit box.

1.4 mm thick, in which tungsten is selected because it
is very hard (abrasion resistive) and can be polished to
mirror finish (using 1000-grit sandpaper) for lower friction coefficient and more stable contact (with the sliding
edge). The top layer is made of stainless steel because
tungsten will make it too heavy and unwanted high voltage is needed for the PST1 to make it slide by inertial
stick-slip. This optimized brim structure can achieve a
minimum operation voltage of 4 V (room temperature,
in air) using a periodic waveform of sharp pulse with
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round foot [15, 16], which can increase to 20 V if the
brim is not optimized.
By applying equal amplitude and opposite polarity
(i.e. push-pull) pulse voltage signals with 4 V peak
value (threshold voltage) to the opposite quadrants of
the PTS1 respectively (inner electrode is grounded), the
optimized inertial slider starts to generate a repeated
step movement with about 80 nm step size along the
corresponding direction (parallel to the sample surface).
This is a fairly effective walking with the travel range
being limited only by the design, which is ±1 mm in X
and Y directions here. The inner diameter of the upper
space of the sheath and the OD of the Z-motor brim
together define the range of the X-Y motion, which
turns out to cover a circle of 2 mm diameter (enough to
contain most of the sample information). In summary,
both the 2D nanoscale positioning accuracy and large
(macroscopic) scale searching ability are implemented
in the STM.
Our Z-motor is a slight modification from the one described in Ref.[14], in which its capability of achieving
atomic resolution is not confirmed and nor is its thermal stability discussed. Below is a re-description of the
motor in Ref.[14] for completeness. It is a friction type
linear motor with high simplicity and rigidity. Its driving part is simply a piezoelectric scanner tube (PST2) of
10 mm OD×9 mm ID×30 mm L (model PT130.24 from
Physik Instrumente) capped with 10 mm OD×8 mm ID
sapphire rings on both ends. The capped PST2 is then
axially cut into almost two halves (independently controllable) with 3 mm PST2 uncut. A square tubular
shaft is cut from each end to the other end with the
cutting planes near the axis and parallel to each other
(separated by 1 mm), forming a soft serpentine structure inside which a spring is secured to push the shaft
edges outward elastically. The shaft is then inserted
into the capped PST2 with its 4 edges elastically pressing (total pressing force being f1 ) the uncut sapphire
ring (called base ring) and the two half sapphire rings
(pressing forces being f2 and f3 , respectively). The
spring position can be adjusted in the shaft to make
f1 ≈f2 ≈f3 . And, two driving voltages that singly deform the two halves of PST2 in one direction and recover simultaneously will move the shaft in the opposite
direction, and vice versa, fulfilling the 1D Z motion for
coarse approach.
Our modifications include two aspects: (i) the uncut
sapphire ring is mounted in a big brim for the purpose
of sliding on the sliding edge, (ii) one end of the shaft
(coming out from the base ring) is cut from the side
wall first before turning to axial cut (for convenient tip
mounting at this end of the shaft).
III. THERMAL DRIFTS

The Z-motor itself has very low radial thermal drifts
because of its near perfect axial symmetry. The shaft
and PST2 are coaxial, in which PST2 is perfectly axial
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/29/cjcp1603041
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FIG. 3 Block diagram of the control system.

symmetrical since its cutting plane is through its axis.
The shaft has high degree of axial symmetry except that
its cut at each end is off-axial by 0.5 mm. Compared
with the width (5.85 mm) of the shaft, this less than
10% asymmetry should not give rise to a remarkable
radial drift.
The axial thermal drift of the Z-motor is insignificant
as well, owing to its nested and rigid structure in which
the shaft and PST2 are mutually clamped at the ends.
A minimum of ±25 V is needed to drive it, which corresponds to ±1.1 µm (totally 2.2 µm) axial displacements
of PST2 [17]. Thus, any thermal expansion or contraction of less than 2.2 µm in the axial direction will be
insufficient to cause a relative sliding between the shaft
and PST2, which is roughly 14.6 K. In reality, no temperature fluctuation can be that large except that it is
made on purpose. As long as the axial thermal drift of
PST2 cannot move the shaft by overcoming the maximum blocking force stemming from the maximum static
frictions on the shaft, it is ignorable because the tip will
not drift with respect to the brim of the Z-motor.
The axial drift between the sample and tip cannot be
ignored due to the unmatched thermal expansion between the sheath and PST. This drift is nevertheless
greatly reduced because they are nested and their individual drifts subtract. There might be some minor
tip-sample radial drift because the tip may move offcenter when searching around on the sample. Since the
maximum searching area is a 2 mm diameter circle at
the center, which is small compared with the 25 mm diameter of the sheath, the radial drift is inconsiderable.

IV. CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT

As shown in Fig.3, the controller (National Instruments PXI 8106RT) [16] sends low voltage push-pull
signals (less than 10 V), which are buffered and then
operate the X-Y motor or scan images directly without
further amplification. The waveform to drive the X-Y
motor is a series of periodic sharp pulses with round
feet. To operate the Z-motor, two controller signals are
amplified to about ±60 V by a high voltage amplifier
(Physik Instrumente E-463 HVPZT Amplifier). The
tunneling current data are also collected by the same
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the raw data images of HOPG sample taken in ambient conditions. Although only STM images are shown,
we believe that the structure should also work well for
other scanning probe microscope types such as atomic
force microscope, etc. Especially, its rigidity and low
drifts should make it useful in studying biological and
electrochemical samples where long time stability and
high resistance to vibrations are needed to trace a single
atom or nano-target in harsh ambient conditions.
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VII. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
FIG. 4 Raw-data HOPG images of (a) 1.14 nm×1.11 nm
and (b) 1.64 nm×1.63 nm taken in air at room temperature
under constant height mode with +100 mV sample bias voltage.

controller after being amplified and converted to voltage signal by the home-built preamplifier (see detail in
Ref.[18]).
The coarse approach is done digitally: the controller
drives the shaft of the Z-motor to approach the sample
at a rate of 0.5 V/s (corresponding to an approaching
speed of about 30 nm/s) and measures the tunneling
current at 5000 Hz. This ensures that the tip moves
approximately only 0.06 Å between two adjacent current measurements, which is needed to avoid tip crashing since one Å tip-sample distance change will cause
a tunneling current change by an order of magnitude.
Once the measured tunneling current is large enough,
the coarse approach is stopped.
V. PERFORMANCE

To check how this STM performs, we put the STM
in the same home-built sound-isolated box as mentioned in Ref.[17] and use it to image highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG, GYBS/1.7, type ZYB from
NT-MDT) at room temperature in air. The tip is a mechanically cut Pt90/Ir10 wire (diameter 0.15 mm from
Goodfellow). The raw data images of different sizes
taken under constant height scan mode are shown in
Fig.4 with the measurement conditions being 100 mV
bias voltage (sample positive) and 8.3 Hz scan rate.
The hexagonal lattice of HOPG looks very clear and
unskewed. There are some noises at the boundaries of
atomic features, which are believed due to the imperfectness of the tip [14]. In short, this STM performs
well.
VI. CONCLUSION

We present a new design of a 2D macroscopic sample
area searchable STM with atomic precision searching
capability and high degree of symmetry. It is a solution to the 1D searchable STM proposed in Ref.[14].
The thermal drifts of this STM are also discussed and
its atomic resolution capabilities are also confirmed via
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